Bearing-False Witness: The Edward Snowden Scam
The Edward Snowden was never a true whistle-blower. Yet, another false-witness lie coming
from the C.I.A. No wonder during the 1st century a ‘man’ named Jesus Christ thoroughly warned His
people against bearing-false witness as one of the six worst sins a man can commit, though it exists on a
massive scale 2,ooo+ years later.
- S.P.

“We instantly smoked this Deep State deceiver out as a CIA operative, we were only able to
provide "youse guys" with a few plausible hypotheses for the scam, but never anything 100% solid. Was
Snowden's game about blackmailing foreign governments with the threat, presented as a friendly
warning, of the disclosure of NSA-obtained secrets? Was his "escape" to Russia intended to drive a
wedge between Russia and the U.S.? Those theories may be partially true; but we could never really nail
down the big picture -- until now, thanks to Q-Anon.

From a Q post of August 28, 2018:
* "No Such Agency" is code for NSA
When did @Snowden join No Such Agency?
Define 'Contractor'.
Define the 'PRISM' program.
What year did @Snowden release spec-details of PRISM?
Mid 2013?
IMPACT-LIMIT NSA's ability to utilize/collect?
FAKE NEWS push for Congressional restrictions?

Of course! The purpose of the Snowden "snow job" was to embarrass and cripple the "White
Hats" of the NSA so that Obongo and/or Congress, prodded by the Fake News, could hopefully stop NSA
from secretly collecting information on all of the criminal actions of the Deep State -- as patriotic
Military Intelligence had done during the Communist penetration days of the 1930's and 1940's (Google:
Venona Intercepts).

Suddenly, a memory from a TV News program (I think it was Bilderberger Charlie Rose's show
which I would sometimes watch as a form of self-abuse) came back to me. As the world was going
breathless over Snowden, some talking head globo-commie on the PBS panel argued that the NSA was
obsolete and that its capabilities should be handed over to the CIA!

And:
•

New York Times (September 21, 2013): Close the NSA's Back Doors

•

The Huffington Post (September 30, 2013) The NSA Deserves a Permanent Shutdown

Have a look at very worried-sounding language of the following headline and article from CIATime Magazine (November 9, 2016):

President Obama Should Shut Down the NSA's Mass Spying Before It's Too Late

"President Obama has just 71 days until Donald Trump is inaugurated as our next commanderin-chief. That means he has a matter of weeks to do one thing that could help prevent the United
States from veering into fascism: declassifying and dismantling as much of the federal government’s
unaccountable, secretive, mass surveillance state as he can — before Trump is the one running it.
The country is now counting on President Obama. This is his last chance to secure his legacy as
the President who, in his final hours in office, did something extraordinary.
He should shut down the NSA and related mass surveillance programs. He should physically
destroy the databases where the sensitive personal information of hundreds of millions of people are
illegally stored. He should release Chelsea Manning and pardon Edward Snowden. He should support
efforts in Congress to curtail location-tracking and other dangerous data collection. He should declassify

and reveal to the public any programs that he does not have the power to end. He should drag them into
the light of day so we have a fighting chance of stopping them during Trump’s reign.
He should bulldoze the data centers, computers and all, if he has to. He alone has the power to
dismantle the U.S. surveillance state, before it falls into the wrongest of hands."
*****

Wow! That smells like some serious fear and desperation, don't it? It reminds us of Globalist
Eienshower's "warning" about the "military-industrial complex" -- aka "The White Hats" who might one
day rise and crush the Globalists. For Obongo and Deep State allies in Congress, shutting down such a
mighty and entrenched institution like the military's NSA was never a realistic possibility -- perhaps
because NSA had too much leverage on certain politicians already?

We thought nothing of such "kill the NSA" stories in the past because, at the time, it just seemed
to us that CIA & NSA were both evil and corrupt agencies engaged in a turf war. But now we know better
-- and a 5-year old riddle which has irked your curious reporters here -- like a tiny fish bone stuck in
one's throat -- for 5 long years has finally been solved to our complete satisfaction.

The CIA agent called "Edward Snowden" was sent to infiltrate and humiliate the NSA so that
"illegally obtained" criminal evidence -- like that now being cleverly funneled, under various concocted
pretenses and characters (Mike Flynn, Michael Cohen, Stormy Daniels etc) to lawmen Mueller, Huber
and Sessions -- would never see the light of day. The Snowden snow-job not only failed to slow down
the NSA, but it is quite possible that Snowden (current whereabouts unknown), has, like Dershowitz and
Assange, been "flipped" over and persuaded to "cooperate" with the White Hat team.”
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